Minutes of PPG 25/9/12

Members Present: 	

Apologies: 	

New Members Present:
Patient, introduced himself as a long standing member of the practice, recently retired from seafaring
Mr. George Spoors, new Assistant Practice Manager. Introduced himself and gave some background details of his previous experience

Previous Minutes: Were agreed by those present as a true reflection of the previous meeting (25/9/12)

Deirdre’s Retirement Party
Thanks were given to all those who were able to attend and support Deirdre at 
this exciting moment.

Boundary Maps
Following previous difficulty with sourcing retirement maps, Mr Piggott was able to provide the surgery with two maps which can now be displayed to clarify questions from potential new patients. The surgery is most grateful for his help.

GP Surgery Survey
Last years’ GP ‘Internal Practice Survey’ was brought to the attention of the PPG. A copy will be sent out with the minutes. The intention is for the survey to be distributed to patients in December, with the results of the survey to be available on the website by February. Feedback form the members of the PPG, regarding the layout, content and format of the ‘Internal Practice Survey’ would be appreciated by email or direct mail 2 weeks prior to the next PPG meeting (i.e. by 13/11/12). This will then be discussed at the next PPG meeting.

PPG Notice Board Survey
Caroline Gill alerted the PPG that she had received responses to the survey and would send these to PPG members.

Changes in Reception Structure, Appointments & Prescription Line
Several PPG members raised specific concerns re changes to the prescription line opening times, availability of routine appointments and telephone access. In response we discussed the impact of outside influences (CCG/PCT) and changes internally within the Practice.

Telephone System:
The current provider has a 90 day clause before the contract will be terminated. We have 3 potential service providers. They can provide systems which are adaptable, so that if the initial setup does not meet our future needs, changes can be made. As discussed previously with the PPG, this will involve a message and extension choice system.

Reception Team / Prescription Line:
Throughout August as a consequence of leave and illness, the prescription line was operated over reduced hours. From September 2012, there has been a change in reception structure to enable more receptionists to man the phones during the busiest times. Prescription line hours are returned to their normal times. Due to long term illness reception staffing is still below ideal.

Patient Call Board:
The faithful call board which has served the practice well for 15 years can no longer be mended. Many of the GPs and nurses are relishing the opportunity to stretch their legs and call patients. However, with the advent of the new computer system in January 2013, a new technology is required for the call board. This is being investigated and once the finance has been agreed, the order can progress.

Appointment Distribution:
In response to CCG requirements and demands placed upon A&E, we have changed the distribution of same day available appointments to make sure we have sufficient to meet the demands of patients at the busiest times of week. The routine appointment wait times over the past few weeks have been as long as 2 weeks. However, anyone requiring a medically necessary same day appointment is seen the same day.

Newsletter:
Generally positive response. It has been sent out with all the flu invitation letters this year. It has been updated to include the prescription line opening times. The next issue will have Debbie Hamilton in the ‘Pleased to Meet You’ section.

Patient Representative Group
At the previous PPG meeting it was brought to our attention by Patient, that Wawn Street Surgery was the only surgery not represented at the Patient Representative Group, a borough wide PPG group. Patient volunteered to represent us all at the Patient Representative Group. 4/10/12 5:30pm until 7:00pm at Monkton Hall. Patient will feedback to the group at the next meeting re the PRG and local engagement board meetings.

Next Years Chairman and Secretary
Patient brought to the group’s attention that at the next meeting he would be looking for nominations/volunteers for the post of Chairman/Secretary and Vice Chairman/Vice Secretary. The new posts would be to commence January 2013

Date of next meeting 27/11/12 at 6pm

